
The Kangaroo Chair was designed to 
support Kangaroo care, and to improve 

the NICU experience for parents and 
Newborns. The Kangaroo is all about 
comfort, support and safety. Its wide 

back supports mother and the baby as 
they turn from side to side. The chair 
locks in all of its reclined positions so 

there is no sudden movement that 
would be startling and potentially 

dangerous. It is a chair that embraces 
you and your newborn, so that you can 
focus on the nurturing of your little one.

It is important to have a place to rest 
for fathers and visiting family. A sleeper 
sofa in the room provides this additional 
comfort. Choose from a variety of styles, 
finishes and fabrics to find the perfect 
sleeper sofa. IoA also offers sleepers 
by the inch; if a custom dimension is 
needed, we will make it to suit your 
needs.

A glider is recommended for 
gentle rocking. IoA’s gliders 
feature a small footprint to 

save space in a room where 
other equipment, such as an 
isolette, may limit the space.  



C H O O S E  T H E  B E S T  P I E C E S  F O R  Y O U R  N I C U

NICU parents face many barriers that separate them from their premature 
infants -- including their infant's fragility and acute care needs, the plastic 
walls of their baby's isolette, a variety of caretakers, and the connection to 
high technology.



623-15
Kangaroo multilock recliner

Pull lever to extend footrest
Use finger pull to recline to multiple positions

623-51
Kangaroo sleeper recliner

Pull lever to extend footrest
Use finger pull to recline to multiple positions

623-30
Rocker recliner

Pull lever to extend footrest (rocking stops)
Push on the arm to recline

623-33
Rocker sleeper recliner

Pull lever to extend footrest (rocking stops)
Push on the arm to recline to a sleep position

623-33.5
Rocker sleeper recliner

Pull lever to extend footrest (rocking stops)
Use finger pull to recline to sleep position

623-35
Glider Recliner

Pull lever to extend footrest (gliding stops)
Push on the arm to recline

CHOOSE THE ITEMS THAT FITS YOUR EXACT NEEDS. Each item listed 
here has it’s own unique features, The descriptions you will be able 
to find the one that best suites your needs and preferences.
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combining aesthetics and innovation to improve healthcare



408-61
Annina Glider

Smooth gliding motion
Small footprint

428-60
Emily Glider

Smooth gliding motion
Small footprint

570-97
Full house sleeper sofa

Pull open to a 40” or 50” sleeper
Easily sleeps two people

Sleeper parallel to the wall

Available in custom dimensions

570-98
Twenty Twenty sleeper sofa

Very simple mechanimsless conversion
Sleeper parallel to the wall

Available in custom dimensions

619-88
Infinity front sleeper

Easy pull out conversion
Sleeper perpendicular to the wall

Available in custom dimensions

If you do not see what you are looking for in this brochure please 
go to our website or contact us. IoA offers the most extensive 
collection of healthcare recliners in the industry.

www.ioa-hcf.com



CHOOSE FROM A WIDE ARRAY OF FUNCTIONAL ACCESSORIES. 

Drainage bag hook DVD and feeding tray Push bar

Oxygen tank holder

Telescoping armOne touch speed lock Folding arm

Rolling foot tray

Removable feeding tray

4” arm caps

Folding side tabletSwivel side tablet

 
 


